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Abstract 
Slacklining is the act of balancing on a suspended length of webbing that is installed between                
two anchors. The most common anchors for slacklines are trees. Tree protection has been a               
major focus of the slackline community around the world for several years. Using sturdy tree               
protection has become a standard way of preventing abrasion to tree bark, but non-visible              
influence to the inner layers such as bast fibres, cambium layer and sapwood through pressure               
are difficult to evaluate. This study was initiated to provide a basis for formulating practical and                
environment friendly guidelines for anchoring slacklines on trees. 

We performed four trials to determine the relationship between pressure in relation to pull              
forces, position around a pole, type of sling and type of tree protection. A pressure sensitive                
film was used to obtain quantifiable data on pressure. 

The results confirmed our perception of the mechanics that govern pressure in slackline             
systems. Higher pull forces equal higher pressure and wider slings equal lower pressure.             
Additionally, we found that tree protection significantly reduces the amount of pressure on the              
tree as well. This serves as a first scientific basis to encourage the development and               
manufacture of high quality tree protection and wider slings, and support their use in the               
slackline community. 
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Background 
Tree protection and slacklining is a complicated topic. The land use, correct choice of trees in                
terms of tree health and the surrounding root area need to be taken into account as well.                 
Sufficient dimensions at anchoring height was studied by GENENZ (2009), later implemented in             
the DIN 79400 (2012) and further dissipated by the Slackline Community (SWISS SLACKLINE             
2013, ISA and JDAV 2015, GMEINER et al 2016). Abrasion to the bark of trees is generally                 
prevented by using sturdy tree protection.  

However, non-visible damage to the bark, bast fibres, cambium layer and sapwood through             
pressure are difficult to evaluate (BAUER & ESCHRICH 1997, HAYMANN 2007). The first             
industry to become aware of pressure damage to trees was the recreational rope park industry.               
They rely on semi-permanently anchored platforms and cables installed on trees.  

In recent years, slackliners have been repeatedly confronted with the argument of pressure             
damage to trees from city gardening departments - serving as grounds for restrictions, bans and               
fines for slacklining in public spaces. This study was initiated to provide a first basis for                
formulating practical and environmentally friendly guidelines for anchoring slacklines on trees. 

 

Fig 1: Simplified composition of a tree (BRAUN 1998)     Fig 2: How slacklines are typically anchored to trees 
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Introduction 

The main focus of this study lies on measuring absolute values for the pressure exerted               
on a round pole’s surface by a slackline system. Pressure is the force applied perpendicular               
to the surface per unit area. In this case, the slings that anchor the slackline exert a pressure on                   
the bark of the tree. In the past, theoretical approximations have been used to formulate               
minimum requirements for tree size and sling width (GENENZ 2009, DIN 79400 2012, KATLEIN              
2013) to ensure that trees are not damaged. These minimum requirements have been adopted              
and implemented by the work of slackline associations and some slackline manufacturers alike.             
However, there is only a single study that set out to directly measure the occurring pressure                
values (THOMANN & GROSS 2012). This study was performed to further broaden the scope of               
tested anchoring materials, as well as to provide guidance and insight for future developments              
in the slackline industry, implemented by responsible slackline manufacturers. 

To obtain reproducible measurements, we aimed to control as many variables as possible.             
Therefore, we decided to perform the experiment on wooden poles with a rounded and smooth               
surface instead of using trees (Fig. 3). The impact of natural surfaces on the pressure               
distribution has to be addressed in future studies, as well as a comparison of different types of                 
bark.  

The diameter of the wooden pole was set to be 30 cm, since this is the current standard for                   
minimum tree diameter suggested by the DIN 79400 and implemented by the recommendations             
of the International Slackline Association (SWISS SLACKLINE 2013, ISA 2015, BUCKINGHAM           
& SPÖTTL 2016, GMEINER et al. 2016) as well as the youth of the German alpine club (JDAV                  
2015). The experimental setup therefore reflects a worst case scenario, since a larger diameter              
provides a greater surface area for the sling. The sling angle was set to 120°. This is the widest                   
angle that is commonly used when anchoring slackline sets. Most standard ratchet slackline             
sets that are based on girth-hitches adopt this angle. Smaller angles decrease the forces that               
the slackline transfers to the sling thus reducing the pressure. All in all, these setup parameters                
reflect the minimum recommendations when anchoring a slackline system. 
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Fig 3: The wooden pole used for the experiment. 

To measure and evaluate the pressure, we used a pressure sensitive measuring film, that              
colourises upon compression. For this film, the level of colourisation increases with the             
amount of pressure it is exposed to. We chose the Fujifilm Prescale Ultra Super Low (in this                 
study called “film”). This film consists of two sheets, that are placed on top of one another for                  
measuring. One film contains chemicals that are released upon compression and the other             
colourises as a result of the released chemicals. The film is exposed to a constant pressure for                 
a duration of 2 minutes to achieve the most accurate readings. The film can record pressures                
from 5 N/cm² to 60 N/cm² within a 10 % error margin. 

Our choice of measurement technology differs from the method THOMANN & GROSS (2012)             
used. The reason is that the electronic pressure cell they used cannot provide the same               
accuracy as a measuring film and the thickness of the cell itself may influence the test results.                 
Additionally, its low spatial resolution did not justify its use in our study.  
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Fig 4: The red colouration indicates surface area and amplitude of pressure. Sample size 50 cm x 13 cm.  

The film provides two distinct indicators for our experiment (Fig. 4). First, the level of colouration                
can be measured with a scale (colour chart provided by the manufacturer). This allows for a                
direct visual evaluation of the pressure ranges that were measured. Second, the size of the               
coloured area provides information about the ratio of the surface area to the area that is                
pressurized by the sling. Theoretical approximations of evenly distributed pressure along half            
the circumference (Fig. 5) can then be used in combination with this measured ratio to calculate                
the average pressure. Thus, we decided to use both methods of measuring pressure to              
cross-validate our results. 

In order to establish a better understanding of different factors that contribute to the exerted               
pressure, we decided to test four variables: type of sling, type of tree protection, pull               
force and position of the measuring point around the pole. These four variables are often               
linked to pressure in theoretical discussions about pressure distribution on trees. 

Type of sling: We evaluated different slings and made sure that our selection covered the most                
commonly used types, as well as the widest and thinnest types. 

Type of tree protection: We evaluated different kinds of tree protection and ensured that our               
choice covered a broad range of available products. 

Pull force: Concerning the static pull force, we determined 3 kN to be the representative for                
slackline activities, as this is the force applied by the most common slackline sets. Some               
slackline activities apply lower or higher forces, thus 1 kN and 6 kN were tested to quantify the                  
effects of different static pull forces. This study does not provide results for higher peaks due to                 
dynamic loading, typical for the slackline discipline of tricklining. This will have to be addressed               
in follow up studies. 

Measuring point: We set out to test the pressure relative to the position on the circumference                
on the tree. The approximations formulated in the DIN 74900 imply an equal distribution of               
pressure around the contact area of the sling and so do RODENKIRCH (2012), KATLEIN              
(2013) and JÖRREN (2013) in their calculations. 
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Fig 5: Schematic representation of the relation of pull force and pressure.  

The pull force of the slackline is resisted by the tree creating an opposite force of equal                 
magnitude. This force is spread over the loaded area, creating pressure. We use this model to                
calculate average pressure values from the measured surface area ratio. 

In this study, we wanted to confirm theoretical assumptions of pressure distribution and             
compare them to the previous study. We expect the results of our study to converge with current                 
models (KATLEIN 2013), therefore showing a correlation between the width of the slings and              
the pressure. A wider sling creates a greater surface area and thereby exert less pressure. For                
tree protection, we expect a greater ratio of pressurised area to total area and thereby lower                
pressure. For the pull forces applied: the higher the pull force, the higher the pressure. Finally,                
we assume equal pressure throughout half the circumference of the tree (the ‘back’ half) to be a                 
roughly accurate approximation. 

ressure p =  pull force
 × ratio × sling width2

circumference  

 

The obtained results are used to evaluate current standards.  
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Methods 

Experimental setup 

The test setup (see fig. 6) consisted of a 30 cm diameter wooden pole. For each trial, a new film                    
was placed directly on the surface of the wooden pole. The sling angle was fixed at 120° in                  
every trial. An 8 m slackline rigged with a 15:1 pulley system was used to apply pull forces on                   
the pole. An AFC Force Scale was used to accurately measure and fine-tune the pull forces for                 
each trial. The temperature was noted to be 24° C and the humidity was at 30 %.  

 
Fig 6: The experimental setup. 

We performed four trials to determine the relationship between pressure in relation to pull              
forces, position around the pole, type of sling and type of tree protection. All trials can be                 
seen in Table 1. We measured 4 different positions (0° = back of the pole, 30°, 60° and 90° =                    
side of the pole), 3 different pull forces (1, 3 and 6 kN), 6 different types of slings (25 mm flat, 50                      
mm flat, 100 mm flat, 6 mm dyneema rope, 1T and 2T industrial round sling) and 4 different                  
types of tree protection (none, 4 mm felt, 8 mm memory foam with and without reinforcing                
carbon fibre rods) as seen in Fig. 7.  
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Table 1: The parameter for all 17 films. Fig 7: The different sling types used for the experiment. 

At the beginning of each measurement, the two sheets of the film were combined to activate                
and were placed underneath the tree protection at the designated position. The sling was              
installed on top of the tree protection with utmost care to not accidentally pressurize the film.                
Then, a constant pull force was applied for 2 minutes, which is the recommended time of                
exposure for maximum accuracy according to the manufacturer of the film. The force was              
released and the sheets with the colouration were stored for later analysis. 

Data analysis 

In order to analyse the exposed surface on the film, it was digitised by scanning. The spatial                 
resolution of the scan exceeds the resolution of the film (1000 p/cm²) and is therefore does not                 
limit the accuracy of the results. The image was converted into grayscale to process it. Across                
all 17 measurements, a sample area for further analysis was chosen as seen in Fig 8. The                 
selected sample areas have size of a 3.5 cm x 11 cm rectangular. The sample area was                 
centered along the vertical axis of the film and is identical across all trials (except for the trials in                   
which the different positions were tested). The samples’ dimensions were used to calculate the              
average pressure values. For every film, at least one excerpt was taken. 
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Fig 8: Conversion of the high resolution scan into a grayscale histogram 

A histogram analysis for every excerpt was performed and a threshold value was chosen to               
differentiate into a dichotomous trait (exposed to pressure vs not exposed to pressure). The              
grayscale ranges from black (0 in grayscale) to white (255 in grayscale). For our study, all pixels                 
with a grayscale value of 250 and lower were considered “black” and therefore exposed to               
pressure. All pixels with a grayscale value higher than 250 were considered “white” and              
therefore not exposed to pressure (Fig 8). The threshold was chosen to be 250 as this most                 
closely corresponded with the coloration levels of the films by visual analysis. It thereby              
represents the minimum activation pressure of the film (5 N/cm²). The upper limit of the films                
pressure range is 60 N/cm², which was determined to be 90 in grayscale values, as this is the                  
highest reading recorded. Thereby you can calculate the pressure with the histogram. 
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Fig 9: Applying the 250-grayscale threshold to a sample. All black pixels are counted as exposed surface area; all 
white pixels are counted as un-exposed surface area. 

For every measurement the number of black pixels and the total number of black and white                
pixels were recorded (Fig 9) and the mean and mean standard deviation of the grayscale values                
for all black pixels (surface area exposed to pressure) were calculated. Since the same              
rectangular sample was used, the total amount of pixels is constant across all measurements.  

The ratio of coloured pixels to all pixels was used to determine the relative surface area of each                  
trial. This surface area was used to calculate the average pressure value for each trial under the                 
assumption of equal pressure throughout the determined surface area.  

verage pressure a =  pull force
 × ×sample height2
circumference

all pixels
coloured pixels  
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The calculated average pressure for each trial is then compared to the pressure values that               
have been measured by the film to assess the validity of the mathematical model. The average                
pressures calculated this way are based on a 30 cm diameter pole. 

Results 

 
Table 2: Collected data from all films. ‘25’, ‘50’ and ‘100’ is the width of the flat slings, ‘1T’ and ‘2T’ are roundslings,                       
‘D’ is dyneema. ‘N’ is no tree protection, ‘F’ is felt, ‘MF’ is memory foam and ‘R’ is reinforced memory foam. For the                       
analysis, film 7 is split into 4 different samples of the different positions. The last 2 columns show the calculations of                     
the mathematical approximation and the difference to the measured value in %. See problem section below for                 
orange values. 

All correlations are calculated as pearson correlation coefficient and indicated as numeric value 
between -1 and 1. 

Trial 1 to 6 tested the different pull forces (1, 3 and 6 kN). For this test, felt tree protection and                     
50 mm slings were used. The pressure was recorded at 2 different positions (0° and 30°). The                 
mean pressure values range from 10 to 37.4 N/cm². A strong correlation (0.96) between the pull                
force and the mean pressure was found. 
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In trial 7, the different positions around the pole were tested. For this test 3 kN of pull force, felt                    
tree protection and 50 mm slings were used. The mean pressure values range from 17 to 13.3                 
N/cm². No correlation (-0.27) between the position around the pole and the mean pressure was               
found. 

In trials 8 to 12, the different slings were tested. Trial 4 is included in this data analysis as the                    
comparable 50mm sling test. The width of the 1T sling was measured as 50 mm, the 2T as 90                   
mm and the dyneema as 6mm . A pull force of 3 kN, felt tree protection and the 30° position was                     
used for this test. The mean pressure values range from 11 to 25.4 N/cm². A strong correlation                 
(-0.97) between the width of the slings and the mean pressure was found. 

Trial 4, 13, 14 and 17 tested the influence of tree protection. A pull force of 3 kN, the 30°                    
position and the 50 mm sling were used for this test. The mean pressure values range from 16.7                  
to 26.2 N/cm². The mean pressure for the test without tree protection was 50% higher than                
the average of the mean pressure values for the tests with tree protection. 

Over all trials, the calculated average pressure moderately correlates (0.53) with the measured             
mean pressure. The greatest discrepancy between the calculated and the measured values            
were found for trial 8 (dyneema on felt tree protection) and 13 (50 mm sling without tree                 
protection). 

Trial 15 and 16 tested the capabilities of reinforced tree protection with dyneema slings. The               
mean pressure for 3 kN pull force was 32.2 N/cm² and for 6 kN pull force the mean pressure                   
was 35.1 N/cm². 

Discussion 

Limitations 
Before discussing the implications of the results of this study, we would like to take the time to                  
point at some problems we experienced. For trial 1, 2, 8 and 13 the mean values were obscured                  
by the scope of the measuring films scale. The film can only accurately measure pressure               
values up to 60 N/cm², whilst higher values are not indicated. We can identify the affected trials                 
by looking at their histograms (for example Fig 10). They all exhibit a high concentration of                
measured values at the 110 grayscale value (which corresponds to ~54 N/cm²). 
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Fig 10: The peak in the middle of the histogram indicates off-the-scale values, that could not be expressed by deeper                    
colourisation of the film. All values within the measuring range are highlighted with orange background. 

If the measuring film was able to properly measure and display these pressure values, the mean                
pressure for these trials would be higher. This appears to coincide with the fact, that the affected                 
trials are the measurements of either thin slings (trial 8 and 13) or high pull forces (trial 1 and 2).                    
The only exception is trial 13, during which a 50 mm sling without tree protection was used.                 
Additionally, these are also the trials with the highest difference between the measured and the               
calculated results. This implies, that the real pressure for the trials in questions is most               
likely higher than what we measured. 

Another problem with the measuring film is its minimum activation pressure. For pressures             
below 5 N/cm², the film does not activate. Therefore, the actual mean pressure might be lower                
than the one measured in this experiment. Additionally, the area that is exposed to pressures               
below 5 N/cm² is not counted for the average pressure calculation. This could explain why the                
mathematical model predicts higher values than the measured ones for the low pressure results              
(see trial 5, 6 and 10). 

Last, we want to give an estimation for possible errors that are inherent to this experiment. The                 
biggest margin of error is due to the inaccuracy of the measuring film itself. The manufacturer                
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states a 10 % variance in pressure values, mostly due to the sensitivity of the chemical reaction                 
inside the film to temperature. To counteract this as far as possible, we have controlled the                
temperature and humidity as best as possible and chosen an environment (weather) in which              
the films are most accurate. However, the ambient temperature might not have been equal to               
the temperature of the pole, since parts of the pole were exposed to direct sunlight and the                 
black tree protection used for most trials might have played an additional factor in heating the                
pole beyond the ambient temperature. The higher the temperature, the higher the indicated             
pressure. This means that our readings are higher than the actual pressure values. Touching              
the films during the placement might have also led to accidental activation, again increasing the               
measured pressure in comparison to the actual one.  

The films were inserted at a predetermined and marked space, so all films give a reading of the                  
same position. This was achieved with great accuracy for all trials except trial 14. The film was                 
not horizontal for this measurement and thus the rectangular sample taken might not be as               
accurate as the ones for the other trials. Trial 14 was not used for any statistical analysis. 

Lastly, it proved challenging to maintain an equal pull force for the entire measurement period.               
The slackline would gradually relax and the pull force needed to be constantly readjusted. This               
may have caused further inaccuracies. 

We assume, that the greatest limitation of this study is the relatively small amount of samples                
taken and the fact that we are working with natural substances in the form of wooden poles.  

Mathematical model 
The models used by KATLEIN (2013) and JÖRREN (2013) are based on two assumptions. The               
pull force is distributed equally among the entire contact area of the sling and the entire width of                  
the sling is in contact with the surface of the tree. The current data is not consistent with these                   
assumptions. Calculations based on these two assumptions result in theoretically calculated           
pressure values that are lower than the measured ones. 

In contrast, our model is based on a more accurate surface area: only the back half of the                  
circumference is used and within that, only the percentage of the area where the sling is actually                 
in contact with the tree is calculated. Therefore, based on our results, we can calculate much                
more accurate pressure values. However, the percentage of the sling’s surface that is in contact               
with the surface of the pole or tree needs to be measured. Moreover, pressure values do not                 
only depend on the width of the sling, but also the type of tree protection used and the pull force                    
applied. At this point in time, not enough empirical data exists to create an accurate model                
which is capable of accounting for variation in sling and tree protection choices. 
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Discussion 
The results confirmed our hypothesis concerning the mechanics that govern pressure           
distribution in slackline systems. Higher pull forces result in higher pressure and wider             
slings equal lower pressure. 

To our surprise, the pressure is not linearly correlated to the forces in the slackline system and                 
onto the anchors. This may be due to the sling and the tree protection adapting to the shape of                   
the pole under higher loads. Therefore the surface area increases with the pull forces on the                
anchor and the pressure is lower than expected. Additionally, industrial round slings show             
narrower width than expected, bunching up under tension. In our experiments the 1T industrial              
round slings were equivalent to a 50 mm wide sling, although it has to be said that there is no                    
regulation on the width of industrial round slings. Other manufacturers may provide wider or              
narrower slings. 

  
Fig 11: Comparison of different types of tree protection. 

Not only does tree protection protect the tree against abrasion, but it appears to also play a                 
major role in distributing the pull force. The mean pressure for the sample without tree               
protection was 50% higher than those with tree protection, regardless of the kind of tree               
protection used. This means that unlike our assumptions, tree protection is a key factor in               
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reducing pressure. For 6 mm dyneema rope especially, it is imperative to use high quality               
reinforced tree protection to distribute the pull force of the slackline. Sample 8 (dyneema              
on felt tree protection at 3 kN) indicated a great number of values that were above the film’s 60                   
N/cm² limit, while sample 15 (dyneema on reinforced tree protection at 3 kN) showed no such                
values, even though the average pressure is lower for the felt tree protection. 

 
Fig 12: The dyneema was used with reinforced tree protection, all other with felt. The green line indicates the                   
threshold set by HAIMANN (2007) 

We can evaluate the pressure that is exerted on the 30cm round pole, representing a similarly                
sized tree. For permanent installations on trees, a pressure of 30 N/cm² has been found to inflict                 
no damage (HAIMANN 2007). While slacklines are rarely permanent, we still recommend this             
threshold to provide a large margin of safety. Permanent pressures beyond 200 N/cm² were              
found to be damaging the tree. The actual threshold varies and lies somewhere between those               
2 values. The only measurement close to the 30 N/cm² limit (indicated as a green line in fig. 12)                   
corresponds to the 6 mm dyneema rope. The average pressure values for all other slings               
stay well below the threshold. 

In the future, more work needs to be done to better understand the relationship between               
anchoring materials for slacklines and trees. More measurements and calculations are needed            
to make statements about recommended forces and tensioning devices in slackline systems. In             
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future experiments, we intend to measure the impact of different types of trees and bark, natural                
tree profiles and anchoring methods. Different angles, rigging methods and higher tensions will             
also be tested. We want to further evaluate our mathematical model and relate it to different                
diameters and higher pull forces. 

To all slackliners and slackline manufacturers 
The most significant pressure reducing practices are 

1. Increasing the thickness and quality of tree protection 
2. Increasing the width of the sling 

a. Rig a clean anchor with the slings spread to maximum width, flat and             
without twists 

3. Using trees with larger diameters 
4. Keeping the forces in your slackline system low 
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